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May Your Consciousness Be Awakened For  
The Infinite Benefit Of All Beings. 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Please ensure that before you begin the Purple Priah ebook you: 

1) Have completed ‘The Orange Pentalight’ - Higher Truth Consciousness And Beyond.

2) Have allowed yourself the required timeframe of 2 weeks from the completion of ‘The 
Orange Pentalight’.

3) Have activated (unlocked) the Purple Priah energies using the activation code & instructions 
on the next page.

Once you have unlocked the energies, you are ready to begin.  
With love, we wish you well on your Purple Priah journey! 
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Activating (Unlocking) The Purple Priah Energies: 
Before opening up to these divine Purple Priah energies, it is 
very important that you firstly activate or ‘unlock’ the 
attunements and energies in this ebook. Once this is 
completed, you will then be ready to begin!

The activation is a very simple process, done by yourself, using 
a specially embedded activation code to ‘unlock’ the energies 
in this ebook. The four step process is outlined below and 
should only take you around five minutes or so to complete.

(For more information about the activation codes or the 
activation process - please visit our Activation Codes FAQ's).

1) Preparation: 
Please sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, and ensure that you will not be 
disturbed for at least 5 minutes or so. Perhaps you wish to play some so0thing or relaxing music, 
light some candles or burn some incense to create a nice ambience. 

2) Invocation: 
Invoke the activation (‘unlocking’) by placing your hands together, fingertips touching in prayer 
position and saying the following:

3) Receiving: 
If you wish to, you can now just sit for a few minutes as the energies are unlocked for you. After this 
period of time, as you feel ready, you may wish to give thanks. The activation is now complete!

4) Understanding: 
Once you have completed your activation, we ask that you now read through - “Activation Codes and 
Suggested Timeframes". This will only take around a minute or so and will help you to receive the 
maximum benefits from all of these healing energies, attunements and practices. After this, you are 
now ready to begin opening up and receiving these divine Purple Priah energies! May you enjoy 
these with much love & light and with an intention to benefit all beings.

***********
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“With infinite grace, I ask humbly and clearly to activate  
the attunements and energies for Purple Priah.  

With the unique activation code 0̷0̷4291830̷ may this be so.  
May this activation benefit all beings.  

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

http://www.loveinspiration.org.nz/frequently-asked-questions.html
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Foreword: 
It is with much love & joy that we welcome you here to the Purple Priah and to this exciting period 
of divine awakening! Having completed The Orange Pentalight, you have now built your ‘Higher 
Truth Consciousness’ foundations and have released many layers of untruth. And with all this now 
complete, you are ready to walk into this beautiful period of ‘divine awakening’ for the infinite 
benefit of all. Congratulations!

At this point of your journey then, we wish to take a few moments here to reflect on the pathway so 
far so, that we can provide some additional context & perspective about the journey that lies ahead. 

Starting at the beginning with the Ascension 
Pathways, you may have noticed that this was 
indeed a very long journey from these early 
energies into the vibration of ‘The New Love 
Consciousness’. Firstly you moved through either 
The Unified Pathway or The Pathway To Light and 
within each of these sets of teachings, there were 
eight very important and significant volumes of 
energies to be received, with each of these 
requiring many months of healing practices and 
purification. 

The energies here in the early stages of this 
journey were helping you to clear away the many 
types of energetic debris from within and very 
often, these were felt at a more ‘gross’ level to 
h e l p y o u t o ‘ a s c e n d ’ f r o m a n ‘ O l d 
Consciousness’ (one that was more solid and 
d e n s e ) i n t o a b l o s s o m i n g ‘ N e w 
Consciousness’ (one that is more free flowing, love 
based and steeped in oneness & peace).

Though the Blue Light Series, you reached a point 
of ‘transition’ and during Volume 4 of this series, 
you were officially welcomed into The New Love 
Consciousness with open arms and with much 
love. By reaching this important milestone, this 
then helped you to open up to a new dimensional 
source of energies and to the new and exciting 
opportunities of ‘The Ascended Pathway’.

In other words, by officially ‘stepping’ into The 
New Love Consciousness vibration, you were able 
to accelerate on your pathway very significantly as 
you completed the Blue Light (Volume 5) and 
then as you opened up to the highly uplifting 
Crimson Horizon energies. 
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At this point, as you completed The Crimson Horizon, you arrived at the 
gateway to ‘The New Truth Consciousness’ and to yet another very large 
and significant step upwards in energetic vibration, as you may have felt 
through the energies of A Blue Beginning. 

To date, the step upwards in energetic vibration experienced through ‘A 
Blue Beginning’ was by far the largest and most significant as you were 
guided towards realising many new truths (oneness based frequencies) as 
you released many layers of untruth (separation) from within. 

From this point, you were guided to then stand firmly and lovingly in ‘The New Truth Consciousness’, 
as you continued moving forwards into The Orange Pentalight energies. These teachings have 
helped you to build your ‘Higher Truth Consciousness’ platform and from this, you are now ready to 
open up to the divine awakening which now awaits you here during the Purple Priah.

Once you have completed the Purple Priah, you will have reached a more ‘awakened’ state of being 
and with this, you will then be ready to proceed forwards into The Green Garden Of Light, where 
you can enjoy all the delicious karmic fruits that have ripened and are ready for the picking! 

As you complete The Green Garden Of Light, having enjoyed your karmic rewards for all the 
ascension based healing work completed thus far, you will now have completed ‘The Ascended 
Pathway’ and with this, you will be warmly and lovingly invited to step forwards once again into 
‘The Crystal Pathway’ and into ‘The New Crystal Consciousness’ for the infinite benefit of all!

And it is here, through the Crystal Pathway, that you can again be guided upwards into another new 
dimensional frequency of consciousness so that you can now radiate the oneness frequency very 
beautifully for all! With much love, light and wisdom, you will be welcomed into this entirely new 
pathway as you are guided towards more ascension, expansion and extension for the ultimate 
liberation of all beings. Truly, The New Crystal Consciousness is a very pure and deeply important 
series of energies which you will soon be ready for! 

For now, we are happy to share this brief overview of the pathway so far in the hope that it can 
provide you with some additional perspective and context about your onward journey forwards as 
you walk forwards towards ‘The New Crystal Consciousness’. But also, so that you can reflect on just 
how far you have come! Well done!

We truly hope that you will continue moving forwards with us on this divinely designed journey and 
may you be guided very beautifully towards reaching The New Crystal Consciousness 
(and beyond!) with an intention to bring freedom, liberation, Mukti and Moksha to all 
living beings! We also hope that you will enjoy this next few months of divine 
awakening through these soothing Purple Priah energies and may these help to bring 
many new realisations, understandings and great epiphanies into your life!  

Get The Most Current Version Of The Purple Priah Ebook! 
Please note that this ebook is updated as further information comes to light, therefore before you 
begin, and periodically throughout your attunements if you wish, please visit our website to check 
you have the most current version. The version number and date are listed in the bottom right hand 
corner of each page of the book and only the version on our website will always be the most current.
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An Introduction To Purple Priah: 
We are delighted to welcome you here once again to this wonderful period of divine awakening -  
the Purple Priah. As the Guides explain in their introductory message, the word ‘Priah’ (pronounced 
pry - ah) simply means ‘awakening’ 
and the colour purple is the frequency 
of which the awakening will be 
occurring throughout these teachings. 

‘Priah’ = 
Awakening 

Therefore, as we understand it, the 
Purple Priah is a truly wonderful period 
of divine awakening, healing and 
nourishment that can help to bring 
immeasurable benefit into the entire 
collective consciousness. Wonderful! 

As you start opening up to The Purple 
Priah energies, you will notice here 
that you are being guided towards 
your ‘purple awakening’ through a 
number of ‘energy sets’. Each energy 
set introduces a new energetic 
frequency into our consciousness and this is an important preparation for the ‘awakening’ phase in 
the final phase of these energies. and will be guiding you through the energies of relaxation, 
restoration, rejuvenation, completion and renunciation prior to your Purple Priah. 

During this time, you will be receiving the energies of relaxation, restoration, rejuvenation, 
completion and renunciation prior to your Purple ‘Priah’. These preparatory energies will be helping 
you to find a deep sense of peace within yourself as you align with the new energies for the infinite 
benefit of all. 

We trust that you will enjoy these very soothing and wonderfully relaxing energies of The Purple 
Priah. We hope that these beautiful ‘awakening’ energies will help to bring much happiness, joy and 
love into your life and may this help all beings to obtain freedom, liberation, Mukti and Moksha!    

To start off with then, having now set our intention for the benefit of all, let us now share on the 
next page, the channeled message that was received from the Guide Ssceom to help us formally 
introduce these beautiful Purple Priah energies:
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“Welcome dearest bright stars to this exciting 
new journey inwards and upwards for the benefit 

of all. With all of our compassion and light, we 
wish to thank you immensely for your deepening 

and expanding commitment to this Ascension Pathway,  
for without your love and dedication your world will surely 

stagnate or destruct. We do not use these words lightly  
dear ones; this is indeed the fate of the old,  

greedy consciousness and why it is with much grateful  
thanks that we welcome you so humbly to the next chapter in your Ascension Pathway. 

Through many gates you have walked, often barefooted, uncomfortable and suffering, for the benefit of 
reaching this place - The Priah. All of the energies you have succumbed to, ingested, released and purged have 

moulded a most epic and heartfelt journey to date, in order to bring you to this most special place. 

Priah literally means ‘awakening’ and the colour purple relates to the frequency of which this awakening 
occurs. The energies at this level are more soothing and smoothing and peaceful than previous levels. Your 

energy body is now in need of rest, repair and relaxation in order to reach The Priah. This is a most deserved 
set of energies, for this journey you have walked has indeed been challenging and relentless. We again thank 

you for your patience and determination as well as your unfounded love. 
 

The Priah energies are based around six sets of New Consciousness energies,  
each of which holds its own divine purpose and acceleration. The energies can  

be completed in as little as nine months if one wishes. 

Without further hesitation, please allow us to move into The Priah energies 
for the infinite benefit of all. May this period of peaceful relaxation 

allow the nurturing to heal, restore and balance you.”  
 

With love, Ssceom. 
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An Outline Of Purple Priah: 
With much love, we congratulate you on taking this next step forwards into more 
balance, harmony and restoration in your life. As with all of our courses, we have 
provided you with a simple overview here for the Purple Priah energy sets, healing 
practices and suggested timeframes in the below summary table. We hope you enjoy 
these wonderfully soothing and peaceful energies! 
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Energy 
Set Name Information Timeframe

1 Relaxation & Repair Attunement, symbol practice 
and rest days (total 51 days) approx. 7 weeks

2 Restoration Attunement, symbol practice 
and rest days (total 42 days) approx. 6 weeks

3 Rejuvenation Attunement, symbol practice 
and rest days (total 38 days) approx. 5 weeks

4 Completion Attunement, symbol practice 
and rest days (total 48 days) approx. 7 weeks

5 Renunciation Attunement, symbol practice 
and rest days (total 25 days) approx. 4 weeks

6 Priah! Six attunements and rest days 
(total 73 days) approx. 10 weeks

17 weeks rest before commencing “The Green Garden Of Light”

Total Completion Time for Purple Priah =  39 weeks (approx. 10 months)
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Purple PRIAH 
Energy Set One: Relaxation & Repair  

Welcome to Energy Set One -  
Relaxation & Repair 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - Energy Set One: 
With much love, we welcome you here to Energy Set One and to your Purple Priah journey. During 
this first Energy Set, you will be opening up to the energies of ‘relaxation and repair’ as you are 
guided towards healing, resting and nourishing yourself at a very deep level and with much love. 

Here, the energies are of a soothing and balancing nature and in order to help this deep healing 
process, you will notice that there is much ‘resting’ required during all of the Purple Priah practices, 
as the Guides explain:

“Note that the resting energies are deeply important during the 
Priah, in fact in terms of healing and nourishment these may be 

considered even more important than the symbol practices.  
Please adhere to the minimum resting timeframe for best results.” 
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set One: Relaxation & Repair: 
As we can see from the introductory message, the main focus of Energy Set One is on relaxation, 
repair, nourishing and healing. The attunement on day 1 will be offering you many wonderful 
energies for ‘healing, relaxing, repairing and nourishment’. From here, you will be asked to complete 
some symbol practices which will again be encouraging and inspiring relaxation and repair from 
within and then you will be invited to rest for a period of 42 days (where most of the healing and 
repair work is actually being done). 

During the ‘resting’ period then, the energies you have called on during the practices will be bringing 
much energetic repair, healing and nourishment within you so with this in mind, we lovingly suggest 
that you please be gentle, kind and loving with yourself to help accompany this deep healing, 
nourishing, relaxing and repair work.   
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Energy Set One: 
Relaxation & Repair

Part Day(s) Practice

A 1 Energy Set One Attunement

B 2 1 day rest

C 3 - 9 Llochelle Symbol Practice (7 days)

D 10 - 51 42 days rest

Total Time For Energy Set One = 51 days 
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2. The Energy Set One Practices: 
Before commencing Energy Set One, please ensure you have firstly activated the Purple Priah 
energies as per the information in purple below. 

NOTE: Before commencing the Energy Set One 
practices, please ensure that you have activated 
(unlocked) the Purple Priah attunements and 
energies prior to commencing.

The activation / unlocking process is a simple 5 
minute process which unlocks the energies and 
gives you access to them. Once you have 
unlocked the energies, this means that all the 
Purple Priah attunements and energies have 
been activated specifically for you. 

You are therefore then ready to continue your 
Purple Priah journey by working through this 
ebook, at your own pace and receiving the 
energies as you feel guided. 

If you have not yet activated / unlocked the Purple Priah energies for yourself, you may do this 
by following the instructions on Page IV of this ebook. 
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Energy Set One: Relaxation & Repair

Part A  - Attunement (Day 1)
On day 1 please take the Energy Set One attunement. Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 35 - 45 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn 
some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of the Purple Priah Energy Set One attunement, please place your hands 
together in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 30 - 40 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Part B  - 1 Day Rest (Day 2) 
Please rest for one day before commencing the symbol practice in Part C.
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“With great reverence, I ask humbly and with love to invoke the 
Energy Set One energies of The Priah. May these energies heal 

and nourish my being as a precursor to The Priah.  
With infinite gratefulness, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Purple Priah Energy Set One. 

May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Part C  - Symbol Practice (Days 3 - 9)

LLOCHELLE 
(pronounced Lok - el) 

Please place the symbol LLOCHELLE into the Heart Chakra three 
times per day for 7 days, for 8-12 minutes each time.

Part D  - 42 Days Rest (Days 10 - 51)
Please rest for 42 days before commencing Energy Set Two: Restoration.
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LLOCHELLE How To Draw LLOCHELLE

1
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Purple PRIAH 
Energy Set Two: Restoration  

Welcome to Energy Set Two -  
Restoration 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - Energy Set Two: 
Having now opened up to relaxation, healing and repair during 
Energy Set One, it is now time to add the wonderfully 
‘restoring’ energies of Energy Set Two. With love, we welcome 
you here to this wonderful phase of restoration, healing and 
alignment!  

You will notice here that the format for receiving Energy Set 
Two is very similar to that of the previous Energy Set in that 
you will be asked to enjoy another long period of ‘resting’ here 
- 36 days. During this resting period, you will again be guided 
towards a very significant period of healing, restoration and 
nourishment as your energy field is prepared for the next 
phases of The Purple Priah.
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set Two: Restoration: 
With much love we again welcome and congratulate you on taking this second step further into the 
Purple Priah for the benefit of all! As we’ve already mentioned, the practices here for Energy Set Two 
are very similar to those completed through Energy Set One i.e. an attunement on day one, symbol 
practices and then a reasonably large resting timeframe. This is summarised for you here in the 
below table:

 

2. The Energy Set Two Practices: 
Please find the Energy Set Two practices beginning on the next page.
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Energy Set Two: 
Restoration

Part Day(s) Practice

A 1 Energy Set Two Attunement

B 2 1 day rest

C 3 - 6 Oolah Symbol Practice (4 days)

D 7 - 42 36 days rest

Total Time For Energy Set Two = 42 days 
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Energy Set Two: Restoration

Part A  - Attunement (Day 1)
On day 1 please take the Energy Set Two attunement. Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 35 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of the Purple Priah Energy Set Two attunement, please place your hands 
together in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 20 - 30 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Part B  - 1 Day Rest (Day 2) 
Please rest for one day before commencing Part C.
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“With great reverence, I ask humbly and with love to invoke the 
Energy Set Two energies of The Priah. May these energies 
nourish and restore my being as a precursor to The Priah.  

With infinite gratefulness, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Purple Priah Energy Set Two. 

May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Part C  - Symbol Practice (Days 3 - 6)

OOLAH 
(pronounced Ooh - la) 

Please place the symbol OOLAH into the Crown Chakra four times 
per day for 4 days, for 15 minutes each time.

Part D  - 36 Days Rest (Days 7 - 42)
Please rest for 36 days before commencing Energy Set Three: Rejuvenation.
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Purple PRIAH 
Energy Set Three: Rejuvenation 

Welcome to Energy Set Three -  
Rejuvenation 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - 
Energy Set Three: 
Welcome to Energy Set Three! Having now received the 
energies of relaxation and repair (Energy Set One) and 
restoration (Energy Set Two), you are now ready to receive 
the beautiful ‘rejuvenation’ energies here in Energy Set Three. 

The format here is again the same as the previous two energy 
sets in that you will be receiving an attunement, doing 
symbol practices and then take rest for a period of 27 days. 
Again, during this resting time, you will be receiving (and 
perhaps feeling) a wide range of rejuvenation based energies 
as you are guided towards achieving more balance and 
alignment within (and as you are prepared for the later 
stages of the Purple Priah teachings). 

May you enjoy being rejuvenated here in Energy Set Three!
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set Three: Rejuvenation: 
These wonderfully rejuvenating energies of Energy Set Three can be received very simply and easily 
by following along with the practices and suggested timeframes in the below table:

 

2. The Energy Set Three Practices: 
Please find the Energy Set Three practices beginning on the next page.
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Rejuvenation

Part Day(s) Practice

A 1 Energy Set Three Attunement

B 2 1 day rest

C 3 - 11 Olllocc Symbol Practice (9 days)

D 12 - 38 27 days rest

Total Time For Energy Set Three = 38 days 
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Energy Set Three: Rejuvenation

Part A  - Attunement (Day 1)
On day 1 please take the Energy Set Three attunement by following the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of the Purple Priah Energy Set Three attunement, please place your hands 
together in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Part B  - 1 Day Rest (Day 2) 
Please rest for one day before commencing Part C.
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“With great reverence, I ask humbly and with love to  
invoke the Energy Set Three energies of The Priah.  
May these energies rejuvenate and invigorate my  

being as a precursor to The Priah.  
With infinite gratefulness, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Purple Priah Energy Set Three. 

May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Part C  - Symbol Practice (Days 3 - 11)

OLLOCC 
(pronounced Oll - ok) 

Please place the symbol OLLOCC into the Third Eye Chakra three 
times per day for 9 days, for 8 minutes each time.

Part D  - 27 Days Rest (Days 12 - 38)
Please rest for 27 days before commencing Energy Set Four: Completion.
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OLLOCC How To Draw OLLOCC
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Energy Set Four: 
Completion

Welcome To  
Purple PRIAH
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Purple PRIAH 
Energy Set Four: Completion 

Welcome to Energy Set Four -  
Completion 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - Energy Set Four: 
Up until this point, you have received many repair, restoration, relaxation, 
rejuvenation, nourishment and healing based energies as you have been guided 
towards finding more alignment and balance within. So it is here, during Energy 
Set Four that we are now able to ‘seal’ all of these important energies in 
preparation for the final stages of the Purple Priah, as the Guides explain:

“Here at this dynamic phase, we build upon the repaired, restored and rejuvenated energies to seal them 
completely - to allow a full integration and assimilation before moving into the final growth phases of Energy 
Sets Five and Six. Do not underestimate the restorative work taking place in the previous energy sets, even 
though much of the time has been in rest, the energies have been powerfully swelling and ebbing within your 

consciousness. Now please allow Energy Set Four to complete these phases before moving forwards.  
You are doing well; please do not forget this and that we love you.” 
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set Four: Completion: 
With much love we welcome you into the fourth Energy Set of Purple Priah for the benefit of all! 
Energy Set Four is again received in the same way as the previous three and it is with much love and 
gratitude that we bow down to the Purple Priah Guides for these divine healing practices. May these 
new energies help to bring much balance, alignment and softness into your life!

 

2. The Energy Set Four Practices: 
Please find the Energy Set Four practices beginning on the next page.
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Energy Set Four: 
Completion

Part Day(s) Practice

A 1 Energy Set Four Attunement

B 2 1 day rest

C 3 - 9 Eeritee Symbol Practice (7 days)

D 10 - 48 39 days rest

Total Time For Energy Set Four = 48 days 
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Energy Set Four: Completion

Part A  - Attunement (Day 1)
On day 1 please take the Energy Set Four attunement. Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 35 - 45 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn 
some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of the Purple Priah Energy Set Four attunement, please place your hands 
together in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 30 - 40 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Part B  - 1 Day Rest (Day 2) 
Please rest for one day before commencing Part C.
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“With great reverence, I ask humbly and with love to  
invoke the Energy Set Four energies of The Priah.  

May these energies complete and seal Energy Sets One,  
Two and Three as a precursor to The Priah.  

With infinite gratefulness, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Purple Priah Energy Set Four. 

May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Part C  - Symbol Practice (Days 3 - 9)

EERITEE 
(pronounced Ear - ai - tee ) 

Please place the symbol EERITEE into the Heart Chakra four times 
per day for 7 days, for 17 minutes each time.

Part D  - 39 Days Rest (Days 10 - 48)
Please rest for 39 days before commencing Energy Set Five: Renunciation.
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Renunciation
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Energy Set Five: Renunciation 

Welcome to Energy Set Five -  
Renunciation 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - Energy Set Five: 
With the energies of relaxation, repair, restoration, nurturing and rejuvenation now sealed (through 
Energy Sets 1 - 4), you are now ready to move into Energy Set 
Five where the energies will be helping you  to connect with a 
feeling of ‘renunciation’. 

As you connect with these energies, you may be able to feel a 
deeper sense of peace and letting go in your life as you are 
guided here once again to heal, release and purify more layers 
of energetic debris (prior to moving into your ‘awakening’ 
through Energy Set Six).

We truly hope you enjoy this penultimate series of energies 
relating to renunciation. May these wonderfully beneficial 
energies help to bring a new sense of peace, relaxation and 
healing into your life and may they help you to prepare for the 
profound awakening which is still to be received through 
Energy Set Six - Priah!      
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set Five: Renunciation: 
As you can see in the below table, the practices here are again very similar to the previous Energy 
Sets however you will notice that there is only a 17 day rest period at the completion of these 
practices. We hope you enjoy these beautiful ‘renunciation’ based energies with much love!   

 

2. The Energy Set Five Practices: 
Please find the energy Set Five practices beginning on the next page.
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Energy Set Five:  
Renunciation

Part Day(s) Practice

A 1 Energy Set Five Attunement

B 2 1 day rest

C 3 - 8 Uulorocc Symbol Practice (6 days)

D 9 - 25 17 days rest

Total Time For Energy Set Five = 25 days 
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Energy Set Five: Renunciation

Part A  - Attunement (Day 1)
On day 1 please take the Energy Set Five attunement. Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 - 30 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn 
some incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of the Purple Priah Energy Set Five attunement, please place your hands 
together in prayer position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 20 - 25 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

Part B  - 1 Day Rest (Day 2) 
Please rest for one day before commencing Part C.
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“With great reverence, I ask humbly and with love to  
invoke the Energy Set Five energies of The Priah.  

May these energies unfold a deeper level of renunciation within 
my being as a precursor to The Priah.  

With infinite gratefulness, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Purple Priah Energy Set Five. 

May I use this new energy for the benefit of all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Part C  - Symbol Practice (Days 3 - 8)

UULOROCC 
(pronounced Ooh - lu - rok ) 

Please place the symbol UULOROCC into the Third Eye Chakra 
three times per day for 6 days, for 7 minutes each time. 
Throughout your symbol practice and rest days you may wish to reflect upon the idea of further 
renunciation. What more can you renounce, offer or surrender for the benefit of all?

Part D  - 17 Days Rest (Days 9 - 25)
Please rest for 17 days before commencing Energy Set Six: Priah!
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Energy Set Six: Priah! 

Welcome to Energy Set Six -  
Priah! 

An Introduction To Purple Priah - Energy Set Six: 
Having now completed all of the five preparatory energy sets - relaxation, repair, restoration, 
rejuvenation, completion and renunciation, you have finally arrived at this final ‘Priah’ stage where 

you can now walk into your divinely unique ‘awakening’ for the 
infinite benefit of all! 

To receive your ‘Priah’, you will be receiving a number of 
attunements over a period of 73 days. These attunements will be 
introducing the awakening energies into your consciousness and 
the awakenings will then continue to manifest and expand over a 17 
week resting period. 

This 17 weeks is an extremely important time as you are prepared 
energetically for the step into The Green Garden Of Light. We hope 
that you will enjoy this final stage of ‘Purple Priah’ and may you be 
blessed to receive many divine awakenings, realisations and new 
understandings in your life!  
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1. An Outline Of Energy Set Six: Priah! 
In order to receive your ‘awakening' here in Energy Set Six, there are a total of six attunements to be 
received over a period of 73 days. After each attunement, there will be some resting timeframes in-
between which help to ensure that the new awakenings are embedded successfully within your 
energy field. And as we’ve already mentioned, these ‘awakenings’ will likely continue throughout 
your 17 week resting period as you are prepared for The Green Garden Of Light. We hope that you 
will enjoy these new ‘awakened’ energies and may they benefit all beings, infinitely!  

2. The Energy Set Six Practices: 
Please find the Energy Set Six practices beginning on the next page.
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Energy Set Six: Priah!
Attunement Day(s) Practice

1
1 Attunement 1

2 - 4 3 days rest

2
5 Attunement 2

6 - 18 13 days rest

3
19 Attunement 3

20 - 36 17 days rest

4
37 Attunement 4

38 - 54 17 days rest

5
55 Attunement 5

56 - 72 17 days rest

6 73 Attunement 6

17 weeks rest before commencing “The Green Garden Of Light”

Total Time For Energy Set Six =  73 days  
(+ 17 weeks before commencing “The Green Garden Of Light”) 
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT ONE (Day 1)

On day 1 please take Attunement One by following the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement One, please place your hands together in prayer position 
and say the following:

 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

3 Days Rest (Days 2 - 4) 
Please rest for three days before commencing Attunement Two.
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“With humble reverence, I ask to open my energies to the 
Purple Priah. With Divine blessings and endorsement may I free 

my incarnation from worldly energies and infatuation,  
for the infinite benefit of liberating all beings.  

Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement One.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT TWO (Day 5)

On day 5 please take Attunement Two by following the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement Two, please place your hands together in prayer position 
and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

13 Days Rest (Days 6 - 18) 
Please rest for thirteen days before commencing Attunement Three.
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“With humble reverence, I kindly and gracefully ask to call upon 
the energies of the Purple Priah. May they open and uplift me 

for the infinite benefit of all beings, now and always. With 
gracious gratitude, thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement Two.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT THREE (Day 19)

On day 19 please take Attunement Three by following the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement Three, please place your hands together in prayer 
position and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

17 Days Rest (Days 20 - 36) 
Please rest for seventeen days before commencing Attunement Four.
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“With deep humble reverence, I ask to graciously call upon the 
final phase of the Purple Priah. May the invocation of these 

energies open and free my being so that I may serve in the most 
appropriate, beneficial and beautiful way possible. May my 
service to the light be of extreme and infinite benefit to the 

liberation of all. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement Three.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT FOUR (Day 37)

On day 37 please take Attunement Four. (Please note that Attunements 4 & 5 are the same as 
Attunement 3). Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement Four, please place your hands together in prayer position 
and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

17 Days Rest (Days 38 - 54) 
Please rest for seventeen days before commencing Attunement Five.
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“With deep humble reverence, I ask to graciously call upon the 
final phase of the Purple Priah. May the invocation of these 

energies open and free my being so that I may serve in the most 
appropriate, beneficial and beautiful way possible. May my 
service to the light be of extreme and infinite benefit to the 

liberation of all. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement Four.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT FIVE (Day 55)

On day 55 please take Attunement Five. (Please note that Attunements 4 & 5 are the same as 
Attunement 3). Please follow the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement Five, please place your hands together in prayer position 
and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.

17 Days Rest (Days 56 - 72) 
Please rest for seventeen days before commencing the final attunement, Attunement Six.
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“With deep humble reverence, I ask to graciously call upon the 
final phase of the Purple Priah. May the invocation of these 

energies open and free my being so that I may serve in the most 
appropriate, beneficial and beautiful way possible. May my 
service to the light be of extreme and infinite benefit to the 

liberation of all. Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”

“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement Five.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”
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Energy Set Six: ATTUNEMENT SIX (Day 73)

On day 73 please take Attunement Six by following the four steps below:

1. Preparation
Sit or lie down, whichever is more comfortable for you, ensuring that you will not be disturbed for at 
least 25 minutes. Perhaps you wish to play some soft relaxing music, light some candles or burn some 
incense to create a nice ambience.

2. Invoke The Energies
To invoke the energies of Priah Attunement Six, please place your hands together in prayer position 
and say the following: 

3. Receiving Your Attunement
Now your attunement will commence and will take around 15 - 20 minutes to 
receive and to assimilate within your body. Please sit (or lie) in quiet for this time.

4. Closing The Attunement:
Here we close our attunement with love and gratitude.
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“With love and gratitude I offer my sincerest thanks for 
receiving the divine energies of Priah Attunement Six.

 May I use this new energy for the benefit of  liberating all. 

Thankyou, Thankyou, Thankyou.”

 “With great humble reverence, I ask to bring forth  
and activate the Purple Priah. May the energies radiate  

through me for the infinite benefit of all and may I  
surrender to the grace of the Purple Priah,  

now and always, with the highest intentions set in place.  
 

May this awakening bring forth the surrender, compassion and 
loving kindness required for an accelerated ascension.   

 
Thankyou, thankyou, thankyou.”
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Congratulations!  
You have now completed  

Purple Priah! 

“Congratulations infinite beings on your completion of the Purple Priah! 
 

 In the forthcoming seventeen weeks you will continue on a steep and accelerated journey of awakening and 
ascension. These precious weeks have been brought to you through great Divine blessings from many Masters; 

please consider this a great gift. With all our love we wish to again congratulate you and also thank you for 
your many kindnesses, tolerance and dedication to this pathway. 

In the coming weeks, the energies of The Orange Pentalight and the Purple Priah will be beginning the process 
of merging. Through the unification of these energies, many important changes can begin to take place in your 

energy body. For example, coupled with a base of truth, (from The Orange Pentalight), the Purple Priah 
awakening energies are now more profound, deeper and stronger in activating. The presence of both sets of 

energies in your heart enables a beautiful and fundamental opening and awakening - in so many ways. 
A delightful unification resulting in much new, ripened, karmic fruit for the picking.  

We trust you will enjoy. 

Go well with great merit and achievement.”  
Rhyonne. 
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3. Final Comments: 
Congratulations on your completion of Purple Priah! As you can see from the final 
message from the Guides (on the previous page), the energies of The Orange Pentalight 
(higher truth foundations) will now be merging with the energies of the Purple Priah 

over the next 17 weeks to help you ascend into a new dimensional frequency as you 
move into The Green Garden Of Light energies & teachings.

In this way, The Green Garden Of Light becomes the final layer of this ‘Ascended Pathway’ as you are 
lovingly invited to enjoy your deliciously ripe and divinely rewarding karmic fruits from all the hard 
work that has been done to date. Congratulations - you have most certainly earned it! 

The Green Garden Of Light can be commenced seventeen weeks after the completion of Purple Priah 
and during this ‘resting’ time, you will likely be guided towards many new awakenings, ascensions 
and internal realisations as The Orange Pentalight and Purple Priah energies merge. We wish to 
congratulate you once again for making it this far on your Ascended Pathway!

For those of you who may wish to, this next 17 weeks can also be used to add to your healing 
repertoire and divine healing toolkit 
through the Universal Reiki Series. If 
this is something that resonates with 
you, we invite you to simply choose a 
teaching that feels right for you, self 
activate the energies and enjoy!

For those of you who would prefer to 
take this next 17 weeks to enjoy your 
new vibration without any additional 
practices - then this is also a wonderful 
choice. Simply relax and open up to the 
many new divine awakenings that are 
coming your way in the next few 
months!    

For anyone who would like a certificate 
for completing Purple Priah, we invite 
you to please visit our website where 
you can download a certificate for this 
course in PDF format. Simply print it out 
and fill it in as you wish. Wonderful!

As always, it has been our pleasure to share these beautiful ‘awakening’ Purple Priah energies with 
you here. We hope that you enjoy your next 17 weeks of ‘rest and digest’ and may you open up to 
many new awakenings, realisations and new understandings for the benefit of all beings!

With many Purple Priah Blessings,
Marty & Gerry Donnelly 
Love Inspiration 
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May Your Consciousness Be Awakened For  
The Infinite Benefit Of All Beings. 
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